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At the beginning of this
year, we wrapped up our
2021 wildlife research. We
prepared reports and sent
them into the Illinois DNR
and reapplied for wildlife
permits. In 2022 we hope to
continue to better
understand the species that
live in DeKalb County Forest
Preserves. This year we are
grateful to again have
volunteers help us gain
more insights on wildlife.
Ebird and iNaturalist users
remained active throughout
all seasons. Species in and around our preserves were documented like this Short-Eared owl
near Afton Forest preserve. This is a species which nests on the ground. It uses open prairie
habitat and sometimes roadside ditches.

We are thankful for the many volunteers that are again this year participating in Nest Box
monitoring, Riverwatch and/or Wetland Monitoring. This spring has been slow to come but that
didn’t stop volunteers and staff getting nest boxes ready for the coming guests.

This year as we continued our wetland work,
we focused on mapping and inventorying the
vernal pools within the Forest Preserves. Vernal
pools are fish free pools of water that are only
around temporarily. They recharge from snow
melt and spring rains providing a niche habitat
for some very unique species.

There are 23 species of native crayfish that
occur in Illinois. Female crayfish keep both
eggs and hatched crayfish under their tail until
babies are mature enough to drop off. Vernal
pools are one of the places where baby
crayfish grow into adults. This little crayfish
was found with the help of volunteers as we
searched P.A. Nehring for vernal pools.

We spent a week with an open invitation to volunteers to join and we got some great help
although I failed at getting photos of all our volunteers. Your help is greatly appreciated and
your enthusiasm will open others eyes to these critical habitats!

Some of the pools we surveyed exist in remnant ecosystems while others are newly created
wetlands. Species diversity in remnant ecosystems is typically more diverse then in newly
created wetlands.

Wilkinson- Renwick Marsh is a remnant
wetland and is home to some incredible little
crustaceans. These fairy shrimp can be found
alongside daphnia, ostracods, and copepods.
Many of these species are filter feeders. There
is also a high diversity of amphibian life that
can be found here.

At each preserve we visited we took base line data including GPS coordinates of the vernal
pools and a sample of invertebrates. We also surveyed for egg masses. In April Northern
Leopard frogs were laying eggs at South Branch Prairie which was a former Ag field now in its
11th year of restoration.

At P.A. Nehring and Wilkinson-Renwick Marsh we saw
boreal chorus frog eggs. Photo on the left.

As we visited different wetlands each one we
approached was slightly different. With volunteers in
toe, we saw wood ducks fly off some, followed frogs
calling to another, came a crossed common snapping
turtles warming in the sun, and looked into the water
to see a microscopic world within. Although these
habitats are small their importance is little
understood. As we experienced / explored these pools
as a group we all found the intricacy of nature
fascinating. We hope to continue to map and
inventory these unique habitats so we can share these
experiences with future generations and protect these
vulnerable habitats.

